How to submit your ILL request
Submit ILL request

- Step 1: Click “提交请求”

Click “点击进入”
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- Step 1: Click “提交请求”
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- Step 2: Fill the detail information in the form, then click “提交”
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- Step 3: Fill the detail information in the form, then click “提交”
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- **Step 4:** If the request is handled successfully, an arrival notice will pop out when you login ILL system.
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- Step 5: You can check your request history and status by clicking “我的请求”.

My request history
Help and Contacts

Tel: 0512-8188 9026
Email: ILL@xjtlu.edu.cn
Reference desk: 3rd Floor, Library
Library Virtual Reference: http://libanswers.lib.xjtlu.edu.cn
THANKS